Reasonable allocation for Water Producing Gas Well in Tight Gas Reservoir
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The Western zone of Sulige gas field is tight reservoir which has a large area of aquifer, it's very common that well produces water, the average water-gas ratio of the zone is about 1m3/104m3, some wells are more than 3m3/104m3 so that wells don't work virtually. Due to low single well gas production in tight reservoir, the production is always measured by the gas gathering station as a basic unit so most of wells have no gas and water production data and bring the very big difficult, this paper presents the method of determining the reasonable production system of gas well in the western block. The Western zone of Sulige gas field is tight reservoir which has a large area of aquifer, it's very common that well produces water, the average water-gas ratio of the zone is about 1m3/104m3, some wells are more than 3m3/104m3 so that wells don't work virtually. Due to low single well gas production in tight reservoir, the production is always measured by the gas gathering station as a basic unit so most of wells have no gas and water production data and bring the very big difficult, this paper presents the method of determining the reasonable production system of gas well in the western block.
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